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Abstract 
In this paper the minimax adjustment technique is generalized to fuzzy information 
sets. Using a quadratic loss function and specific ellipsoidal constraints the case of fuzzy 
information can be reduced to the case of crisp information. Here, the minimax ad- 
justment technique is equivalent to a projection method; furthertnore. a cllaracteriz;ttian 
of the solution is given being not far ;w;~y front an explicit reprcscnfation. Applications 
to statistics and to cconon~ics tire presented. 0 1999 Published by Elscvicr Science Inc. 
All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Let L* R” x R’ . + R be the loss imposed on the action n E RB” when /I E R’ is 
the state of the nature. We assume that there is some information available 
about /’ represented by a nonempty crisp set .8 CR’. Then the question arises 
whether a given action d can be improved. Following the minimax adjustment 
technique proposed by Stahlecker et al. (1996) we introduce the functions 
.&: R’ -+ R with h E IRA by defining 
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(1) 
for all /j E R’. An action h* E R” is called optimal (with respect to d E Lw’ and 
the information set &’ CR’) if the inequality 
holds for all h E R”. Of course, if the loss L(d, p> does not really depend on /I 
then this approach reduces to the traditional minimax principle. For example, 
this is the case when the regression coefficient p in the well-known linear re- 
gression model 4 7 - a( X/L rr’l) is estimated by the ordinary least squares esti- 
mator n, and L(d, /II) is the mean squared error of n. 
Let us assume that there exists such an optimal action h’. Setting h = n we 
conclude by ( 1) and (2) that sup /1E Jh. .J (/j) < 0, .f;,~ (Is) < 0 for all /j E ./A and 
thus, 
holds for all /I E .K Therefore, an optimal action k* is at least as good as the 
given action n on the whole information set. Hopefully, inequality (3) is strict 
for (at least) some /j E .ti; of course, this will happen ‘more often’ in case of a 
‘bad’ action l/ and a ‘small’ information set .% 
Obviously, this approach may by applied in economics, where a ‘traditional’ 
action d is to be examined in the light of some ‘new’ knowledge .a about the 
state of the nature. Furthcrmorc, the niininiax adjiMmmt technique may also 
bc used in statistics when an c‘stinlntor ti of t\ parameter /j should be improved 
by taking some information .ti on 11 into account. 
Of course, the inlbrmation about the state of the nature often is not crisp 
but rather vague or fuzzy, for example, a portfolio manager only vaguely 
knows the future interest rates of capital assets. In Section 2 the minimax 
adjustment technique is generalized to fuzzy information sets .& on R’. The 
specific case of quadratic loss functions is presented in Section 3, where, in 
addition, the information is given by some kind of ellipsoidal sets. In the ex- 
amples discussed in Section 3 the case of fuzzy information can be reduced to 
the case of crisp information. Section 4 deals with characterizing the solution 
in the specific case of Section 3 and gives an application to statistics. In Sec- 
tion 5 two examples from economics are presented. The first one comes from 
portfolio theory, where, in the framework of the traditional 1~’ approach, a 
given portfolio is considered in the light of some knowledge about the expected 
interest rates. For a general introduction to portfolio theory the reader is re- 
ferred e.g. to Huang and Litzenberger ( 1988). The second one is a problem 
from principal-agent theory (see e.g. Grossman and Hart, 1983; Bamberg and 
Spremann, 1987; Stahlecker and Strebele, 1994). Here, the principal’s payments 
to the agent are examined, when the principal only vaguely knows something 
about the agent’s marginal costs. The question is investigated whether to re- 
contract or not. The paper ends in Section 6 with some celqcluding remarks. 
2. The generalized minimax adjustment technique 
In this section we shall use the notion of a fuzzy set originally introduced by 
Zadeh (1965). To be more precise we assume that the information about the 
state of the nature is given by a fuzzy set .H on R’ characterized by its mem- 
bership function 1~: R’ -+ [0, 11, where nz @(/I) gives the degree to which /? 
belongs to ./A. In particular, Q/?) = 1 means that /3 completely belongs to ?#, 
whereas ~.~(fl) = 0 indicates that p is not at all a member of .#. We assume that 
&) is normal, i.e. that there exists at least one [j E R’ with HZ @( /3) = 0,. Of course, 
each ‘classical’ (crisp) subset of the ‘universe’ R’ is also a fuzzy set on this 
universe. where the corresponding memLel:.ship function is nothing else but the 
classical indicator function taking only thi values 0 and 1. 
To present our approach we need the notion of an x-cut or an x-level set of a 
fuzzy set. For a general introduction to fuzzy set theory the reader is referred 
e.g. to Bandemer and Gottwald (1995) or to Zimmermann (1996). NOW, let .a 
be a fuzzy set on R’ and r E (0. 11. Then1 the x-cut or rx-level set -8, of .H is the 
crisp subset of R’ defined by ‘* 
.&={/1 ER’ 1 rn$(lJ) 2 x). 
Furthermore, M,, is defined to be the suppo:‘t of 111 ti: 
3,) = {p E R’ 1 nl~(/q > o}. 
As .8 is normal, .tiX is noncmpty for all x E $1. 11. 
Generalizing the minimax adjustment technique to the case of a fuzzy in- 
formation set 4 on R’ and assuming that an action (1 R’ is given we define 
the function 1 h.tl for each h E IFS” by 
where &,(/i) is given by ( 1). Obviously, 3c -+ I,, (,( 2) is a nonincreasing function 
on (0, l] and thus continuous except for a se; of (Lebesgue-)measure 0. IXe- 
stricting our considerations to those loss functions 6 and those fuzzy infor- 
mation sets -8, where for all h. ci E R” the (Lebesgue-)integrals of the positive 
and the negative part of the function x - x ?? l,,.,,(x). zt E (0. 11, are not simul- 
taneously infinite, we may define the function & : R” -+ [-CC. +x; for any d E 
Rk by 
6(b) = I ‘xl,,,,(z) da. 
‘0 
(5) 
646) gives the mean (with respect to the uniform density on (0. I]) of the 
maximum values of.Jb.,,(p) on the sc-level sets .a2 weighted by x. Hence, in order 
to generalize the minimax adjustment technique to the case of a fuzzy 
information set .& it seems to be reasonable to minimize I;I,. This leads to the 
following definition. 
Definition 1. Let the action d E R” and the fuzzy set -8 on R be given. Then an 
action 6* E R” is called optimal (with respect to C! and A) if 
E/(6*) < C;(6) 
holds for all 6 E Iw’. 
Remark 1. In case of a crisp set .M we get ll,,,(x) = lj,J 1) for all Y E (0. l] and 
thus E,(6) = t l,,.,,( 1). Therefore, this definition, indeed, represents a general- 
ization of theminimax adjustment technique outlined in the preceding section. 
Now, let us assume that there exists such an optimal action 6”. Because of 
l&x) = 0 for all 3c E (0, l] we get F&r’) = 0 and F;,(h*) < 0. Looking at (5) and 
keeping in mind that 1 ho.ci depends nonincreasingly on x we see that there is a 
smallest real number %E [O. 1) such that for all x E (5, I] the inequality 
lI,+J x) < 0 holds being equivalent to L(6’. p) < L(tl, /j) for all /I E My. In case of 
2 = 0 we get 
.ti,,. If ?? > 0 and I,,* +x) depends continuously on 2, then 
l.(h’, I$) < L(tl. /I) 
holds for all /i .& and thus, in analogy to the crisp case. an optimal action 6* 
is at least as good as the given action d on the whole (crisp) set .#-I. 
3. Quadratic loss and ellipsoidal information 
From now on we assume / = k and that the loss function L: [WA x IF? - R 
with 
L(6. p) = (6 - /#A(6 - p, (6) 
is quadratic, where ’ denotes the transpose of any vector or matrix and ‘4 E 5%” ” 
is a given positive definite (p.d.) matrix. In this paper all occurring p.d. matrices 
are assumed to be symmetric. Looking at ( 1) and (6) we obtain 
.#;,.,r( /i) = h’A6 - &Id + 2(6 - A j’A/i (7) 
for any 6. n, /j E R”. 
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Thus, Proposition I is proved. 0 
Applying the minimax adjustment technique to the quadratic loss (6), the 
ellipsoidal constraint (8) and to the given action d E iw”, the maximum derived 
in Proposition 1 has to be minimized with respect to b E DB”. In the next section 
a characterization of the solution for this problem is given which is rather close 
to an explicit representation. Nevertheless, it was already shown by Stahlecker 
et al. ( 1996) that this solution can also be obtained by determining b* E (5’,jo.ll in
such a way that 
(h’ - d)‘A(b* - d) < (b - d)‘A(b - d) 
holds for all b E &,,.,,, i.e. by projecting d on &,,.,,, where the norm induced by 
A is used. In statistics, this projection method of improving a given estimator is 
advocated e.g. by Rothenberg (1973) and Pilz (1991). 
Let us now turn to two examples, where the information sets & are fuzzy but 
in some recy~! rel:~tc:! $9 the ellipsoidal constraint (8). In Example 1 the 
support & of .# is bounded, whereas & = IF!’ in Example 2. 
1. Let t be a given nonnegative real number, /I,, E aB” be a given vector 
iven p.d. matrix. The membership function of the fuzzy 
information set .d on I@ is defined by 
For all x E (0, l] we obtain .d, = {/I E[W” 1 (/I - /l,,)‘T(/l - /&) < t -t 1 - x} = 
r: /i,,.I t I .. 2’ Applying Proposition 1 with tz = t + 1 -. x and using notation we get 
l/,.&) = (h - I,‘,,)‘A(b - PO) - (d - /.&I(d - /&) 
+ 2L/(f -r- 1 - x)(h - d)‘AT ‘A(h - d) 
R” and all x E (0. 11. By (5) we obtain for all k, d E R”: 
h(b) = f 
{ 
(b - /M’A(b - PO) - (d - BJA(d - /M 
-t-2 
> 
9 
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where hl = 4(s: &T-i=T dx)? = f { ($(t + l)‘Jt+r - tJs( 1+ ($I)}‘. In 
case of t = 0 we get hl = 64/225 = 0.284. Comparing (9) and (10) we see 
FZl(h) = $ max/q;(, /II fh.&-0 and thu s, t 0 any given d E R”. an optimal action 
b* E R” Ean also be obtained by minimizing max,~~,:,,,,,,fh.d(lj) with respect to 6. 
In this way, the problem of finding an optimal b* with respect to the fuzzy 
information set of this example is reduced to the crisp case. 
Example 2. Let again t be a given nonnegative real number, PO E IR” be a given 
vector and T E RkxR be a given 
of the fuzzy set & on R” by 
p.d. matrix. Defining the membership function 
we get .HX = {p E 53” 1 (p - /&)‘T(p - /lo) < (t + 1 - x)/r} = R,j,,,(l+l_,Ji, for all 
Q E (0, 11. Applying again Proposition 1, now with h = (t + 1 - z(t + 1 1 X)/X), 
we obtain 
for all h, d E 
+2 J t+l-=c x (h - d)‘AT-‘A(h - d) 
R” and all x E (0. I] implying 
; {(I, - IJ,,)‘A(h - P,,) - (cl - lI,,!‘Nd - /I,,) 
e2 - II)‘AT ‘A(/> - d) 
> 
‘I 
(11) 
RB”, where 1~ = 4{ji: dr}-. 
Using formulas 241 and 245 on pp. 49-50 in Bronstein and Semendjajew 
(1987) we get 
and, in the specific case of t = 0. hL! = n’/ 16 z 0.617. As in the preceding ex- 
ample we have F,(h) = 4 max/r,A ,,,, ,, . M f’ (p) and again, to a given action ci E R”, 
the problem of finding in optimal-b’ E II?’ is reduced to the crisp case. 
characterization o icatio 
In this section a characterization of an optimal action b* E R” is derived 
taking d E R”, a quadratic loss function (6) and a crisp ellipsoidal information 
set (8) as given. This result. of course, may also be applied to both of the ex- 
amples of the preceding section. The following lenin prepares the derivation 
of the characterization result. 
(1 1 2 
Remark 2. Scttin 
J 
-- 
A’ W 1 (;:i;: ,__ 1 
* a” . + <;‘g -7-’ . (14) 
/.llhl\ ~llllll 
is wsily obtilined by ( 13). In cut’ of ~_l,,ll, = i,,,,, = i_ cc’t’ get ;* = ( &T -- 1 )/A If 
. 
# 
e 
~lnlll ~lll,l\ ?? then. in general. a numerical method has to be applied in order to 
culcul;lte ;*: but. as the left hand side of ( 13) decreases in ;‘. this is easily per- 
formed by using ( 14). 
Proof of Lemma 1. Since ,/I is pd. the function g is uniformly convex on ih9” and 
thus. there exists ii unique point s’ f R”. where ,c ;ittains its niinirniin~ (see e.g. 
Ortega rmd Rheinboldt, 1970. p. 106). 
! C’.Y 1 < 6 fi wt’ get g(u) 2 - 2 1 A- 1 +s’.l.u 
t- .I-‘. 1s t 2~Gi = 2&5( 1 - fi) + .d:l.~ 2 0 for all 
c of g(O) = 0 we obtain A-* = 0 and g(s* ) = -.~“h’. 
(b) Let c’c > 1. Setting s = tc for all t E R. t 2 0, we get 
As C’C - fi is positive there exists a t > 0 with g(~c*) < 0 and thus, S* # 0, and 
_Y’ is the unique solution of the equation Vg(s) = 0 being equivalent to 
- 2c + 2A.u' + 2 -y’ n=O. (15) 
Left-multiplying (15) by sX’ we obtain --2_~~‘c + 2&W + 2&? = 0 which, 
inserted into g(s‘). yields g(_~*) = -_Y*‘.~.u’. Rearranging (15) we get 
(.I ++-)A= = C’. 
where I E 53”‘” is the identity matrix. Setting ;’ = ds we see that (12) holds 
with a unique ;’ > 0. To prove ( 13) we use the notations of the lemma, and, in 
addition. s” = xf , _Y,v, (xi E R). Because of /i = x: I i.,e,ej, ( 16) can equiva- 
lently be written as 
Thus, s,(i, + ( 1 /;t)) = C, and .Y, - ~,;q/(;.,;* + 1 ) for all i = 1. . . . . k. which im- 
mediately implies C: , .I-: = ;12 x: , (c,;*/( i.,;* + 1))’ and ( 13). As the left hand 
side of ( 13). considered as a function of ;I 2 0. is continuous. decreasing. takes 
the value C’C > 1 for ;’ = 0 :md tends to zero for ;* - X. ;* is uniquely deter- 
mined by ( 13). This completes the pl.oof. ??
Now, let us turn to the original problem of characterizing an optimal 
h’ E U@ when the action ti CA Rx is given. and loss function (6) as well as the 
ellipsoidal constraint (8) with /I,, E F!? and I! 2 0 are used. By Proposition I, we 
see that the function G: ITS” -+ R defined by 
is to be minimized in order to get h’ . 
In case of h = 0. G(h) is minimized by h’ = /& (projection onto /&), and we 
get G(W) = -(n - /&)“4((/ - /&). 
In case of tt > 0. we set 
(18) 
.Y : = JiJr ’ ‘A(h - tr). ( 0) 2 
34 
Obviously. A is p.d. Inserting h = n + ( l/&&K1 T’ ‘s into ( 17) and setting 
g(-v) := G(h) we get g: R” - R with 
- g(x) = -2c’x + .&lx + 26. 
and thus, the preceding lemma can directly be applied. Let .Y* be the uniquely 
determined minimizer of g on R”. By (19) and (20) we get c’c = 
(l/h)(d - /I,)‘T(d - /I,,) and b* = n + (l/&)A-‘T’?r’. Thus, the minimizer h* 
of G is uniquely determined, and, using ( 18) and (20), we obtain G(P) = 
-(b’ - &4(b’ - n). Furthermore, if (a - [&)‘T(n - f,‘o) < 12, i.e. d E cQ,, /,, then 
h* = c!. In case of (n - /&)‘r(n - (Jo) > h, i.e. n @ &,+ let ;’ > 0 be determined 
according to the preceding lemma. We get s* = (A + I/;*)% and, by ( 18) and 
(19). h’ = /&, + [I - (I + (A/;g)T-‘A)-‘] (di - [$). The following proposition 
summarizes the characterization result. 
It should be kept in mind that h* is the projection of ci onto A1j,,.,I. where the 
norm induced by A is used, i.e. (b* - d)‘A(b‘ - d) < (b - d)‘A (b - d) for all 
h E cf” /l,, II (see Section 3). If n E isi lS,,.h then C/ is in accordance with the prior 
inform&ion set and thus, it remains fixed (b’ - d) . Otherwise. it is reconciled 
with the information set and kept as close as possible to n: 11’ is the element on 
the boundary of P Jij,,.lj next to n. Hence, d is adjusted to the information set by 
making use of the conservatism of the minimax principle. 
Now, let the prior information be given by a fuzzy set .8 as described in 
Example 1 or Example 2 of the preceding section which can be reduced to a 
crisp ellipsoid 8 when the minimax adjustment technique is applied. Here. a 
given action CJ is projected onto R. If d E F then b* = d and m &*) = m.&/), 
whereas, if d 4 rS then (3 is projected onto the boundary of (4’ and 
~1 d(I)‘) > IN d(d). Thus, n is adjusted to .# by increasing the membership value 
nr ,(d). 
To give a possible application of Proposition 2 to statistics let d: E I,@ be a 
realization of any estimator of a parameter /j f Wk, e.g. of the regression co- 
efficient in a linear regression-model. Let us assume furthermore ?zhat there is 
some crisp ellipsoidal prior information dIr,,.jl about /j. In case of J E A/k,.,1 the 
value n is adopted but, otherwise, there* are good reasons to adjust G! by pro- 
jecting it onto cQ,,.,~ (see e.g. Rothenberg, 1973 or Pilz, 1991). Here, Proposition 
2 may be directly applied in order to calculate this projection of C/ onto 6,{,,.,,. 
Let us now consider the case of a fuzzy prior information .# with r’:b.pect to 
the parameter 13 f Iw”, where the support .& of the membership function nr# is 
given by finite interval restrictions imposed on the componems of /i. Then, & 
may be approximated by a minimum volume ellipsoid Q,,., ‘1 (t > 0) containing 
.& (see Rao and Toutenburg, 1995), where the matrix T E [w”“, p.d.. is skt- 
ably defined. Assuming furthermore that the x-cut -& to the level Y = 1 is 
approximately equal to P ;/I,+ we may now approximate the original member- 
ship function 11~~ by the membership function given in Example 1 of the pre- 
ceding section. In that example it was shown th*dt the application of the 
minimax adjustment technique to a realization n of any estimator of the pa- 
rameter /i is equivalent to projecting n onto the crisp ellipsoid &,,.,,, and thus, 
Proposition 2 can be used as well. 
Following a suggestion of an anonymous referee we consider the linear re- 
gression application 
c = n + p - Y -I- II. 
where 41. /j E R are the regression coefhcie~rts. C and Y denote consumption and 
income, respectively, and II is the random error term. In focus:;ing on the es- 
timation of /j, the marginal propensity to consume, we assume that a given 
estimator C/ of/i, e.g. a least squares estimator. is to be reconsidered in the light 
of the fuzzy notion that /j hovers around 1, but is strictly less than 1. This fuzzy 
notion may be modelled by the fuzzy set .ti of sample 1 with k = 1. and, for 
example, /jI, = 0.85, 7’ t= 50 and t = 0.125; here, the x-level sets .tio = (0.7. 1 .O) 
and .& = [OX. 0.91 are easily obtained. Using this specific prior information set 
and applying the minimax adjustment technique to any value of n we arrive at 
the projection h’ of n onto the crisp set r),r,,.ll, = [0.7575.0.9425] with 
111 = 0.4278125, i.e., if ti E [0.7575.0.9425] then h* = tl, if tl > 0.9425 then 
h’ = 0.9425, and if d < 0.7575 then b* = 0.7575. Of course, we obtain the same 
result when Proposition 2 is applied to cf. /j,, = 0.85, h = 0.4278125. T = 50 and 
an arbitrarily selected ‘4 > 0. 
5. Economic applications 
In this section cwo economic applications - a problem from portfolio theory 
and a principal-agent problem - are presented, where the loss function (6) is 
slightly modified but where, nevertheless, the function .fi, ,i (see ( 1)) can be re- 
duced to (7). To give a unified approach to these two applications we consider 
the loss function L: (w’ x R” - R defined by 
L(h. I’) = b’Ab - b’(fl- a) + ao. ( 1) 2 
Here, A E R”“” , p.d., a E R”, and ,a0 E IF8 are given; a() may depend on fi but not 
on b; A and a neither depend on b nor on fi. If the state of the nature p is exactly 
known then 
P := ( 2) 2 
is optimal, i.e. /I minimizes L(e. p). Let us now assume that some ellipsoidal 
information ‘Z,),,.,, about fi is available, where PO E R”. 11 E IR. h > 0, and 
r f RLYk, p.d., are given: 
G,.h = {,IE RX I (i-b-s,,)‘T(fi-lr,,) Qh}. ( 3) 2 
Using (22) and setting i’I0 = &4-’ (fi,, - a) and T = 4ATA. this information set 
may be rewritten as 
(see (8)). Obviously, A,;,,,h can be interpreted as the set of the minimizers of 
i$,fi). when /3 i.e. 811,,,lr is the set of possibly optimal actio 
thermore, if the ly fuzzy inf:srm:;tion available ;iitout fi then 
extension principle (see e.g. Bandemer and Gottwald, 199s or Zimmermann, 
1996) may be applied to the linear-affine transformation /i = ({)A “- ’ (F - Q) 
resulting in the fuzzy set of optimal actions. For instance, if an x-level set 
(0 < X< 1) of the fuzzy information set on /3 is given by (23) then the x-cut of 
the fuzzy set of optimal actions is given by (24). 
Having a look at (21) and using (22) we obtain 
i(b. 8) - i(d. 8) = b’Ab - #Ad + 2(tl- b)‘Al) ( 5) 2 
for all 6. d, /i E R?. As the exnressions (7) and (25) are identical we see that the * 
applicatioii of the minimax adjustment technique to the loss function (21) is 
reduced to the case considered in the two preceding sections, where, however, 
the crisp or fuzzy information set on the state of the nature (13) has to be 
traK-,sformed into the corresponding set of possibly optimal actions (/I). Thus, 
in the crisp case, the given action C! E !I%” is projected onto the ellipsoid (24) of 
optimal actions, i.e. C! is reconciled with or adjusted to the available infor- 
mation on the one hand and kept as close as possible to the original action on 
the other hand: furthermore, if n can be interpreted as an optimal action 
(a’ E R,,I.,,) then tJ remains unchanged. If, in the fuzzy case, the set of optimal 
actions is given by any fuzzy set described in Example 1 or in Example 2 of 
Section 3 then the minimax adjustment technique may equivalently be applied 
to the corresponding crisp ellipsoid, and, for calculations purposes, Proposi- 
tion 2 may be used as well. 
At this place. we want to emphasize that the described conservatism L m- 
herent in the minima adjustment technique: no transaction cws of changing a 
given action have to be taken into consideration. 
In the following two examples from economics we present two specific in- 
terpMations of the loss function (21 ). 
The first example deals with the problem of selecting a portfolio h E 52’ of k 
capital assets. Denoting the multivariate interest rate of these k assets by the 
random variable I* with expectation fi E IF@ we assume that the covariance 
matrix I * E Rx *’ of I* is p.d. and known. Assuming furthermore that the 
portfolio manager‘s attitude towards risk is given by the positive real number 
(5, known. adopting the traditional ,M? approach of portfolio selection. and 
setting .4 = 01’. p.d.. we arrive at the loss function 
i /x/7 ( ) = N;lr (I&*) - E (/A*). tw 
where E( .) and Var( *) denote the expectation and v;lri;mce operator, respec- 
tivcly. Rewriting (26) wc get 
Obviously, (27) is tl specilic cae of (2 1 ). Thus. using (27) and applying the 
minimax adjustment technique to a given portfolio l/ E 63’ and to ;I given el- 
lipsoidal information about the expected interest rate p we obtain the projec- 
tion of tl onto the set of possibly optimal portfolios. 
The second example is taktn from principal-agent theory. where the prin- 
cipal has some knowledge about the agent’s cost function. In the light of this 
information. the principal wants to decide whether to change his previous 
payments to the agent or not. i.e. whether to recontract or not. To be more 
detailed we consider an agent producing a vector .I- E Rx of goods or services 
involving costs of 
A-m + ;“x + C’ 
with parameters n E R’ -he p.d., ;’ E 63“ and c E R. The principal’s payments to 
the agent are assumed to be 
(h E Rff‘ E R), and thus, the agent’s profit is 
b’s + f - x’D,u - ;“x 
being maximized by 
&xn = 2 ID-‘(b - ;,). 
Furthermore, we assume 
-c 
( 8) 2 ’ 
that the agent always produces at this level, whereas 
the principal wants to keep the agent’s output at some prescribed target value 3 
by suitably offering the marginal payment vector b. This leads to the following 
principal’s loss: 
where B E R’“” is p.d. Inserting (28) into this expression and setting 
A = ($D-‘(B + 20)0-‘, c( = -D-‘B-f, 
P _ = gY’(B + D)L+ (29) 
and a0 = ($;JD-iBD-i;~ + .?BD-I;* + 3’B.T +.f we arrive at the principal’s loss 
function 
Note that N(~ does not depend on h. Thus, (30) is a specific case of Eq. 21. 
Assuming that the principal exactly knows the parameters B, L4.t. and, fur- 
thermore, that he has some ellipsoidal knowledge about the agent’s marginal 
cost parameter ;’ being easily transformed by (29) into the corresponding in- 
formation about /?, the exposition of the first part of this section directly ap- 
plies. This means that the minimax adjustment technique results in projecting a 
given marginal payment vector n E R” onto the set of poc;sibly optimal mar- 
ginal payment vectors: there are good reasons for recontracting if and only if d 
is changed. Note that the fixed payment .f‘ is not af%ected by this model: .,r 
should be chosen at the lowest level such that the agent is willing to remain 
under contract. 
6. Concluding remarks 
An essential characteristic of the minimax adjustment technique presented in 
this paper consists in the fact that, in the light of some knowledge abeut the 
state of the nature, a given action n may or may not be changed depending 
both on d and on the knowledge. Within the framework of a quadratic loss 
function we have shown that an action remains unchanged if and only if it is in 
accordance with the external information; otherwise, it is reconciled with this 
information and kept as close as possible to the original action. In our opinion, 
this issue explains a good part of human behaviour in decision making. and, of 
course, should be investigated in more detail. In particular, more general loss 
functions should be taken into consideration. 
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